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Overview
This report contains the following detailed information:
 Selected teardown photographs, package photographs, package X-rays, die markings, and die photographs
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) plan-view micrographs showing the layout of the die at levels including fin/shallow trench 

isolation (STI), gate, contacts, and minimum pitch metals
 Measurements of horizontal dimensions of some of the major layout features, particularly the pitch and track height of standard 

cells
 Plan-view optical micrograph of the die delayered to the metal gate level
 Identification of major functional blocks on a gate level die photograph
 Table of functional block sizes and percentage die utilization
 High-resolution top metal and gate level die photographs delivered in the CircuitVision software
 Cost of die based on the manufacturing cost analysis of the observed process
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CircuitVision 
 Accompanying this report are top metal and gate level die photographs delivered in the CircuitVision software. This image 

viewing tool allows you to easily review the die photographs which have been aligned with one another. Use the navigation 
keyboard keys to pan and the scroll wheel on your mouse to zoom in. A ruler on the toolbar allows the user to measure any 
feature in the image. The gate level die photograph can be viewed by pressing/toggling the Poly layer icon and the top metal die
photograph with the Depot layer icon. The Welcome menu in the tool includes a short tutorial to help you get started.
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Statement of Measurement Uncertainty and Scope Variation
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Statement of Measurement Uncertainty

TechInsights calibrates length measurements on its scanning electron microscope (SEM), transmission electron microscope (TEM), and optical 
microscopes using measurement standards that are traceable to the International System of Units (SI). 

Our SEM/TEM cross-calibration standard was calibrated at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the UK (Report Reference 
LR0304/E06050342/SEM4/190). This standard has a 146 ± 2 nm (± 1.4%) pitch, as certified by the NPL. TechInsights verifies every six months 
that its SEM and TEM are calibrated to within ± 2% of this standard, over the full magnification ranges used. 

TechInsights’ optical microscopes are calibrated using a stage micrometer calibrated at the National Research Council of Canada (CNRC) (Report 
Reference LS-2005-0010). This standard has an expanded uncertainty of 0.3 µm (0.3%) for the stage micrometer’s 100 µm pitch lines. 

Random measurement errors, introduced during measurements of features on the calibrated images, yield an additional expanded uncertainty, 
which together with calibration uncertainty, is approximately ± 5% or better for features larger than about 20% of the image width.

TechInsights camera systems, used for package photographs and teardown photographs, and TechInsights X-ray instruments are not calibrated. 
Package dimensions are measured physically with calipers.

The materials analysis reported in TechInsights reports is normally limited to approximate elemental composition, rather than stoichiometry. 
Quantification of energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS and TEM-EDS) and TEM-based electron energy loss spectroscopy (TEM-EELS) 
materials analysis is usually not provided, unless otherwise stated. TechInsights will typically abbreviate the material composition, using only the 
elemental symbols (rather than full chemical formula) in approximate order of the peak heights in the spectra, but this does signify the relative 
concentration.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) data may be calibrated for certain dopant elements, provided suitable standards were available. 
Spreading resistance profiling (SRP) data is typically calibrated. Scanning microwave impedance microscopy (sMIM) provides spatial information 
on the dopant type; however, it is not quantitative. The accuracy of other methods is available on request.

Statement of Scope Variation

Due to the nature of reverse engineering and the diversity of analyzed devices, there is a possibility of content variation in TechInsights technical 
reports.
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For over 30 years TechInsights has been a trusted patent and technology partner to the world’s largest and most successful 
companies including 37 of the top 50 U.S. patent holders. By revealing the innovation others can’t inside the broadest range of 
advanced technology products, we prove patent value and enable business leaders to make the best, fact-based IP and technology 
investment decisions. Headquartered in Ottawa Canada, TechInsights’ Patent and Technology Analysts deliver specialized products 
and services from global offices. 
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